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Map and analyze the user scenario from process to quality of experience
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User Goals


Process


Experience


Pain Points


Opportunities


UX Journey Map
Persona: User story:


User scenario:


Map and analyze the user scenario from process to quality of experience


Art Historian
Janet wants a map feature that visualizes photography collections based on where 
the images where taken. 


Browse Facet View Region View Image


Be able to observe 
geographic 
distribution of 
photographs across 
the country


Enter a map view 
that displays 
concentration of 
images by county. 
Rollover counties to 
view metrics. Switch 
to dot view to view 
by photographer


Be able to easily scan 
map and quickly 
understand the story  
being told by the 
metrics 


Consider how region 
vs. city level views 
are represented


With large data set, 
there is a risk of data 
becoming illegible 


Offer two modes for 
map viewing


Scale facets to 
scope with clearly 
articulated legend. 
Try a color palette 
study to optimize 
metrics and 
accessibility


View all the faceted 
images taken in a 
geographic location


See all faceted 
image thumbnails 
for target county 
displayed with select 
metadata


Display images in a 
way that is useful 
with the most 
relevant metadata  


What are ways to 
optimize the display 
across devices?   


Responsive layout


Be able to easily 
study and capture 
take aways that can 
enhance research via 
1-click steps that are 
compatible across 
platforms


Keep actions to less 
than three choices 
otherwise it can feel 
overwhelming


Interview users 
to priorize most 
relevant actions


Make image 
selections and be 
able to incorporate 
findings into one’s 
research


Click onto an image 
to view in detail and 
see other similar 
images. Be able 
to capture image 
citation for research 


Narrow observation 
of images by facet: 
photographer, date, 
or collection


Use a date slider to 
adjust to desired 
date range. Click 
onto dropdown 
to filter by 
photographer


Be able to clearly 
compare and filter 
distribution of 
photographers’ 
journeys 
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To build a user flow, start with a user scenario and sketch out what the user would see and do for each step.Ideation
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Sketch: Review your 
Lean Canvas and User 
Scenarios for this 
project. Annotate the 


most important components with 
a brief description of the desired 
functionality and behavior.


Prioritize: Users have 
limited attention. 
Assign the page you are 
wireframing with 20 


points allocated for user attention. Each 
element added to the page costs one 
point. If you want the user to pay more 
attention to a particular item, then give 
it more user attention points.


Gather Requirements: 
Itemize the key 
components that make 
up this page view in 


order of priority.  Describe the data and 
tasks required for each component. 
Note the content types, permissions, 
processing and availability of the data, 
which may affect the timeline for 
feature implementation.


Select one of the views from the user flow and sketch it out below in more detail.Ideation


1.


2.


3.


4.


5.


6.


7.
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Initial Consultation


Content & Design


Planning & Research


Coding & Analysis


Lean Canvas


User Testing


User Experience


Closing & Sustainability


The initial consultation is 
an opportunity to explore 
the project vision, scope, 
and assess its viability as a 
DH project.


Visit the DHLab during 
Office Hours or sign up 
for a consultation.  


Production begins by 
establishing a clear 
workflow and channels of 
communication for team 
members. Design and 
content can include:


• Develop a style guide, 
graphics, and CSS from 
designed wireframes


• Produce/edit media: 
audio, video, images, etc.


• Clean metadata
• Produce written copy


The Project Charter articulates specific 
production goals and deliverables:


• Team members, roles, and responsibilities
• Project constraints, risks, and dependencies
• Acquisition and managmement plan for data 


including related media and permissions


• Web and software infrastructure decisions
• Timeline and budget requirements
• Final wireframe mockups for production


The Project Charter is signed off by all parties 
before production can begin.


The client provides sample 
data to the production 
team to assess the scope 
and deliverables discussed 
in the initial consultation. 


Select data that gives a 
good idea of its range, 
complexity, and scale.


This exercise sets project 
goals, identifies target 
audiences, and crystallizes 
the research question 
driving the project. 


Get brainstorming and 
download this handy 
Lean Canvas to share with 
your collaborators. 


Once a prototype is created, 
begin user testing to identify 
any areas of improvement to 
ensure the product’s success.


• Recruit at least  5 users
• Talk to the DHLab to set 


up user testing sessions
• Review testing results 


and analysis
• Re-calibrate where 


needed


Development includes 
building both the back and 
front ends of application 
as well as coding for 
data analysis and 
interpretation. 


• Implement software 
infrastructure


• Data analysis and 
visualization


The User Analysis 
translates high level 
concepts into step-by-step 
user journeys that inform 
how to storyboard features 
around your users.


Sketch collaboratively to 
collect the best Ideation 
as the basis for designing 
wireframe mockups.


The Project Closeout details 
the long-term governance of 
the project’s sustainability, 
maintenance, and operation.


• Provide documentation
• Measure accomplishments
• Determine lessons learned
• Identify who will maintain 


the project going forward


Project Planning & Design A step-by-step guide for user-centered digital project design


Project Charter
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UX methods for understanding your user’s context, needs, and goals to drive your designUser Analysis
Before designing and building an application, it is helpful to understand the user scenarios that drive the decisions about what, why, 
and how the application is being built. By understanding who the audience is, the context in which they will use the application, 
as well as their goals and motivations for using it, one can then identify the priorities, features, and considerations that should 
be taken to ensure the application’s usability. Here are recommended steps for establishing user scenarios for your project.


         User Scenarios


User scenarios detail how the users navigate and perform tasks on your site. It is a way to develop the user 
stories from the context of each user and map out the steps they would take to accomplish their goals (also 
known as user flows). One simple way to map out these scenarios is to write out each step on post-it notes, 
detailing the user’s process for accomplishing their goal. These key steps can be annotated with working 
questions that help the team iterate on features and anticipate the requirements to support them.


Ideate, Get Feedback, Map It Out
Share the scenarios, get some feedback, and refine. With these tools under your belt, you are ready to generate sketches that 
will serve as a foundation for page wireframes. It is a good idea to sketch a lot of ideas collaboratively so that you can bring the 
best insights into your design before committing them to code. Use the Ideation sheets to sketch user flows or key interfaces.


If the interface has a lot of complexity, you might want to unpack your user scenarios with a more detailed Journey Map, which 
allows you to annotate each step based on user goals, process, experience, pain points, and opportunities. 


Practice writing three user stories for your selected persona:


1.


2.


3.


User Story Example:


As a [ role ], I want [ feature ] because [ reason ]. 


As an art historian, Janet wants a map feature 
that visualizes photography collections based on 
where the images where taken. 


While exploring a map of 
the United States, Janet 
sees clusters of hotspots in 
different colors.


Q. What are the key facets 
for organizating the image 
hotspots on the map?


Janet views results page 
with all images taken in 
that location. She clicks 
on an individual image and 
wants to the capture info.


Q. What image assets 
are available and what 
permissions are required?


Janet filters map based on 
photographer. She clicks 
onto a hotspot location. 
Reads modal info then 
clicks to photo gallery.


Q. What metadata will be 
displayed for each hotspot?


Janet clicks Cite This to 
capture citation data for 
this object.


Q. What information and 
metadata are available for 
citations?


Select one persona to develop with user interviews or by 
brainstorming on the following questions: 


    •  What brings users to this site or application? 
        What is the user’s goal? 


    •  Describe the user and their professional context.  


    •  What is the user’s technical background?  
        How would they most likely be using this site? 


    •  What  is the goal of the site (stakeholders) for the user?  
        What do you want users take away from the visit?


         User Personas


Begin creating a persona by identifying target 
users, collecting feedback, and communicating 
with key stakeholders. Learn about the user’s 
context, goals, and limitations that will shape 
the project. To get started, generate a list of 
potential users.


          User Stories


A user story describes the user and their 
goals in a very concise way. This helps to 
focus a project’s direction. 
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Name: Date:


High-level concept    


Unique Value Proposition


Problem Existing Alternatives
What is the driving question of this project?


How is your project distinct from other projects?


What top 3 problems will your project solve? 
Please list by priority:


Solution User Profiles / Early Adopters


SustainabilityResearcher Requirements


What top 3 features will allow you to solve them? Target audiences, beta testers, and key use cases


What other projects try to solve the same problem?


What are your plans for continuing the project after thie project period?What data, materials, and content will you need to provide?


Lean Canvas
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		Highlevel concept What is the driving question of this project: 

		Problem What top 3 problems will your project solve Please list by priority: 

		Existing Alternatives What other projects try to solve the same problem: 

		Unique Value Proposition How is your project distinct from other projects: 

		Solution What top 3 features will allow you to solve them: 

		User Profiles  Early Adopters Target audiences beta testers and key use cases: 

		Researcher Requirements What data materials and content will you need to provide: 

		Sustainability What are your plans for continuing the project after thie project period: 








Feedback from this form will help with the planning and development of future projects.


Project Closeout


Goals    Did the project meet the goals outlined in the charter? What were the accomplishments and the challenges? 
What were the lessons learned? 


Process   What comments can you provide to help us in the planning and development of future projects?


Documentation   Please provide a link and description of the type of documentation available for this project:


Resources    What resources and tools were most beneficial to the development of the project?


Checklist    


 � Project conclusion satisfied client goals


 � A plan for project maintenance is in place 


 � Documentation has been uploaded to channels accessible to stakeholders


 � The final project report has been shared with the stakeholders


 � A one-paragraph project blurb with a one-sentence bio has been submitted for publicity purposes
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Project Title





		Title: 

		Goals: 

		Resources: 

		Process: 

		Documentation: 

		Check Box1: Off

		Check Box2: Off

		Check Box3: Off

		Check Box4: Off

		Check Box5: Off








Project Charter


I. Goals    List key specific and measurable goals for the project:


III. Out of Scope   Describe what activities will not be included in this project phase.


IV. Key Stakeholders   


II. Scope & Deliverables    How will you meet the goals of the project?  What are the different phases? What will be the 
end result of the project?


V. Project Milestones    Identify significant project milestones: start date, end date, and other key deadlines.


VI. Documentation & Communication    Identify tools you will be using for managing projects (Trello, Jira, Github, 
etc.), communication (Slack, HipChat, etc.) and project documentation (GoogleDocs, Box, Dropbox, etc.)


RPG Project Title: Page 1 of 2


Client


Project Sponsor


Project Manager


Project Team
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Project Charter


VII. Infrastructure     Describe the infrastructure the project will be built upon (web hosting, platform, tools, etc.)


VIII. Project Budget    List main project expenses (services, fees, goods, equipment, etc.)


IX. Constraints, Assumptions, Risk, and Dependencies     Describe important factors that can impact outcomes.


XII. Approval Signatures


X. Sustainability   Describe who will be responsible for the long term sustainability of the project site, including 
ongoing costs and maintenance, content and software updates, etc.


XI. Wireframes   Please attach approved wireframes.
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Project Client


Print Name


Print Name


Print Name


Signature Date


Signature Date


Signature Date


Assumptions


Project Sponsor


Risks/Dependencies


Project Manager
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		Client: 

		Project Sponsor: 

		Project Manager: 

		Project Team: 

		RisksDependencies: Describe here conditions or situations that you are relying on in order to achieve the project goals:

		What are the most significant risks What things must happen before the project is delivered: What are the most significant risks? What things must happen before the project is delivered?

		Print Name: 

		Date: 

		Print Name_2: 

		Date_2: 

		Print Name_3: 

		Date_3: 

		Goals: 

		Scope & Deliverables: 

		Out of Scope: 

		Milestones: 

		Documentation & Guidelines: 

		Sustainability: 

		Infrastructure: 

		Budget: 





